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2 LAB OVERVIEW

In this lab, you should… 

 Get acquainted with virtual cameras in 3DS Max

 Explore some camera parameters common to all 3D graphical systems

 Implement basic Camera Movements / Animation in 3DS Max

 Explore some advanced camera effects such as Depth of Field in 3DS Max

This is a relatively short lab so feel free to use any extra time to work on your 3DS Max 

assignment, and discuss any issues with me.



3 GOALS FOR THIS LAB

In 3D Studio Max

1. Set up a scene in max

a) Create a simple scene add a ground plane with a checker pattern (this is just to make 

perspective foreshortening more apparent)

OR

b) load an existing scene from file (See next slide)

2. Create a camera object

 Experiment with some camera effects/setting e.g. Depth of field 

 Render a static image

3. Animate the Camera

 Move it to walk/fly, pan around your scene

 Render your animation to an AVI (this may take some time)

The following slides provide some more info to help with the lab.



4 SUGGESTED TEST SCENE 1

 You may use your own scene however a few objects at different distances will show off the 

depth of field effects

 I suggest just cloning a number of 

simple objects (e.g. spheres) and 

arranging them in a grid

 Add a textured ground plane 

 Make the spheres reflective

 Add an environment map



5 SUGGESTED TEST SCENE 2 

 Download the scene at the following link:

http://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/tcd.zip

 Unzip is to some folder on your D: drive

 Import the file into your scene

 Click on File (3DS Icon on top left)  Import

 Navigate to the folder you created

 Choose virtual-trinity-old.obj

 Click Open 

 See next page for some import options

N.B. Models are from the TCD Virtual Dublin project 
[https://gv2.cs.tcd.ie/VirtualDublin/].  If used elsewhere you should add the 
following copyright text: “Virtual Dublin Models © Image Synthesis Group, 
Trinity College Dublin”

A simple test scene just to provide an environment for the camera to “film”

http://www.scss.tcd.ie/John.Dingliana/cs7029/tcd.zip
https://gv2.cs.tcd.ie/VirtualDublin/


6 IMPORTING OPTIONS

 There are various options due to the 

multitude of file-types and parameters 

available.

 Most of the default options should be 

fine however the following are 

suggested for this file

 Under Geometry: tick “Texture 

Coordinates”

 Under Normals: tick “Auto”

 Under Material: tick “Import 

materials”



7 3DS CAMERA TYPES
A Free camera has a single object that can be 

manipulated (moved, rotated) and animated.

 Represented in viewports as a 3D wireframe of a 

movie camera

 Easier to use when the camera's position is 

animated along a path with no specific target. 

 Better choice for general camera animation

A Target camera has two elements: the camera and 

a target (represented as a small box connected by a 

line from the centre of the camera).

 A target camera always faces the target. 

 The camera and target can be moved 

independently 

 Easier to use when there is target object to be 

held in the shot

When a Free camera is initially created, it points at the 
negative Z-axis of the active viewport.

A “Physical” camera was also recently added to 3DS max, 

with advanced parameters. I suggest you don’t use this 

until you are comfortable with the basic camera types.

To create: press left mouse-button to position the camera, 
drag and then release the button to place the target.



8 3DS MAX CAMERA

Camera objects are found on the create tab on the right hand 
panel

 Target cameras rotate automatically to retain the target when 
you move them. But you can then change the target.

 Free cameras retain their orientation when you move them. 
But you can also rotate the camera.

Choose one camera type and click once to place the camera. In 
the case of a target camera drag and release to set a target point

Cameras can then be moved and rotated the same way that we 
treat geometry

The parameters panel selects other camera parameters

 To access these after creation, select the camera and then 
click on the Modify tab



9 RENDERING CAMERA VIEW

You can set the active viewport in the editor to a camera 

view by pressing “C”

 If there are multiple cameras a pop-up menu will let you 

select amongst them

Alternatively the viewport control in the top left corner of 

any viewport presents you with camera options

Once there is a camera in the scene, the rendering menu 

will show Cameras as an option in the list of views to 

render

 If you don’t see your camera here, make sure you select it 

in one of the editor viewports (see above)



10 CAMERA ANIMATION

The MAX Camera can be transformed (translated and rotated) similar to any other object

When you move a TARGET camera, it rotates as required to keep the target in the center

of the camera 

 However you can also move the target point  (just click on the target point and Move it)

All camera movements and can be animated as with other objects 

TO DO: use animated max cameras to 

 Pan across the scene

 Zoom into an object in the scene

 Pan around a target

See slide 15 for other common cinematic camera movements



11
SIMPLE CAMERA ANIMATION WITH AUTO KEY (ALMOST THE 
SAME AS LAST WEEK)

1. Hit Auto Key

• The frame slider should go red to indicate you are in auto key mode

2. Move the slider to a keyframe time

3. Move the camera (or change any parameter you want to animate) – this is 

automatically saved as a key-frame.

4. Repeat from Step 2 as often as required

5. Hit Auto Key to turn off auto keyframe mode

6. Hit the play button to preview your animation before rendering it



12 DEPTH OF FIELD

 Max cameras allow you to apply optional Depth of Field 

effects which simulate blur in real lenses in areas that are 

out of the focal range of the camera. 

 Select a camera in your scene. Click on the Modify tab and 

under Parameters Rollout, tick Enable in the Multi-Pass 

Effect Box. Select “Depth of Field” in the drop down list

 N.B. Rendering depth of field effects takes quite a while 

more for each frame so be careful about using this in an 

animation



13 DEPTH OF FIELD

TO DO: Render your scene with 

Depth of Field.

N.B. Start with a still image 

instead of a video as it will take 

a while to render



14 DEPTH OF FIELD



15 CINEMATIC CAMERA MOVEMENTS

There are some standard camera moves that are recurrently used in film. You may want 

to try some of these in your assignment:

 Pan: turn left or right 

 Truck: move left or right (e.g. strafing in games) 

 Tilt: rotate up or down (like nodding)

 Pedestal: move up and down

 Dolly: move camera towards the target

 Zoom: change the focal length of the lens to reduce FOV and make objects larger

 Rack focus: focus on a particular object (depth of field) so that everything else is blurred then 

change the focal depth to focus on another part of the scene

For more details as well as a discussion of why/when these are used, see: 

https://www.videomaker.com/article/c10/10775-the-9-classic-camera-moves

https://www.videomaker.com/article/c10/10775-the-9-classic-camera-moves


16 OTHER SETTINGS

 Lens : sets the camera’s focal length in millimeters. 

 FOV (which stands for field of view): sets the width of the area that the camera displays. The 

value is specified in degrees and can be set to represent a Horizontal, Vertical, or Diagonal 

distance

 Stock Lenses : Standard stock lenses can be simulated in Max by clicking one of the Stock Lens 

buttons. Preset stock lenses include 15, 20, 24, 28, 35, 50, 85, 135, and 200mm lengths. The 

Lens and FOV fields are automatically updated on stock lens selection.

 Orthographic Projection: when on, the camera view looks similar to the user views in the 3DS 

Max editor windows (e.g. Top, Left, Front etc.) without perspective foreshortening. 



17 OTHER THINGS TO TRY

 Add background graphic images and blur them out with depth of field to create realistic 

renderings

 Animate a scene with varying depth of field focus 

 Animate a Point of View Camera with a “first person” camera moving across and exploring the 

scene 

 If you want to try out some more detailed scenes, you can find various free resources online 

e.g. http://tf3dm.com/3d-models/architecture

http://tf3dm.com/3d-models/architecture

